
EN380 Quiz #5 Solution

1. [2 pts] Wood

(a) [1 pt] What are two advantages of plywood over dimensional (plainsawn or quartersawn) lumber?

2 of 3 of the following:

• We can obtain widths wider than individual logs

• More isotropic properties than lumber

• More stable/more uniform than lumber

(b) [1pt]What physical characteristic causes hardwoods (like oak or balsa) to be stronger/harder than

softwoods (like pines or douglas fir)?

Size of the cells: Small cells → hardwoods Large cells → softwoods

2. [4 pts] Fracture For the slotted airframe component shown below under tension:

Note: the slot shown is enlarged for clarity.

wplate = 6 in, tplate = 0.25 in, lslot = 0.5 in, rslot = 0.04 in, Fload = 75,000 lbf

Material
Fracture Toughness Mass Density

KIC

[
psi
√
in
]

ρ
[

g
cm3

]
7075− T6Al 21,000 2.81

Ti− 6Al − 4V 70,000 4.46

6061Al 27,000 2.70

HY − 80 Steel 175,000 7.87

(a) [2.5 pts] Select the most weight efficient ma-

terial that meet a factor of safety of 1.3 with

respect to the fracture stress, σf .

h

σ0 =
Fload

Aplate
=

75,000 lbf

6 in · 0.25 in
= 50,000 psi

σf = σ0 · F.S. = 50,000 psi · 1.3 = 65,000 psi

KIC = Y σf
√
π · a, Y = 1.0, a =

l

2
= 0.25 in

KIC, needed = 1.0 · 65,000 psi
√
π · 0.25 in = 57,605 psi

√
in

Therefore, Ti− 6Al − 4V and HY − 80 are adequate, but as ρTi−6Al−4V < ρHY−80,

⇒ select Ti− 6Al − 4V .
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(b) [1.5pts]Calculate the value of the maximum stress, σmax, immediately next to the slot edges (this

point is called out on the figure with the empty circle).

KT = 1 + 2

√
a

ρ
= 1 + 2

√
0.25 in

0.04 in
= 6

σmax = KT · σ0 = 6 · 50,000 psi = 300,000 psi

3. [4pts]Fatigue An aluminum (series 6061) part is to be exposed to cyclic loading throughout its design

life as follows:

25 cycles at 24 ksi followed by

800 cycles at 16 ksi followed by

2,500 cycles at 14 ksi followed by

10,000 cycles at 13 ksi followed by

15,000 cycles at 12 ksi.

(a) [3 pts] Complete the table below to determine the fatigue performance of the part. Ni is the

cycles to fail at the load i and Ci is the damage fraction sustained during loading i.

Loading (i) Stress [ksi] ni Ni Ci CCumulative

1 24 25 50 0.5 0.5

2 16 800 6,000 0.1333 0.6333

3 14 2,500 30,000 0.0833 0.7167

4 13 10,000 70,000 0.1429 0.8595

5 12 15,000 150,000 0.1 0.9595

(b) [1 pt] Will the part survive to its design life based on this loading? If not, under which loading

condition (i) will it fail? If it will survive, what is the Cumulative Damage (CCumulative) at the

end of loading 5?

The part will survive all loadings, CCumulative < 1.0 = 0.9595.
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